CLIENT PROFILE & CHALLENGE

If the University of Notre Dame’s performance review process had been an employee, it would have gotten a poor evaluation. Leaders in Human Resources had implemented performance evaluation software to reduce paperwork, and although the software was almost universally used, few liked it, or the annual review process. In addition, employee surveys indicated that many people didn’t receive regular feedback from managers — a real problem, because employees who receive frequent, constructive feedback are more engaged at work. Performance management remained the lowest-ranking item on employee engagement surveys — a quantitative validation of anecdotal experience.

After some research, HR leaders concluded a new review process or different software wouldn’t fix these problems. What they really needed was a culture shift surrounding the type and frequency of performance and development conversations.

“If you don’t fix the conversations, then it doesn’t matter what the process looks like,” says Tamara Freeman, the university’s director of HR strategy and effectiveness.

Notre Dame started by hiring several organizations to teach various conversation skills courses, but nothing seemed to have lasting effects. The first significant breakthrough occurred when the university engaged CCL.

CLIENT: The University of Notre Dame, a renowned private Catholic research university
LOCATION: South Bend, IN
SIZE: Over 12,000 students and 4,600 staff
SOLUTION & RESULTS

Guided by an understanding of Notre Dame’s culture, CCL shared our vision for a systematic approach to culture change, where everyone across campus — not just leaders — could provide feedback and coaching in more constructive day-to-day conversations. Through our Better Conversations Every Day™ (BCE) experience, university participants learned how to use a framework of “Situation-Behavior-Impact-Intention” to share feedback on undesirable behaviors. They also developed and practiced the core skills of:

- Listening to understand;
- Asking powerful questions;
- Challenging and supporting; and
- Establishing next steps and accountability.

In order to scale sustainable cultural change, the university understood that BCE needed to be a business initiative, rather than just another HR strategy. That’s why initial CCL-led trainings included “program champions” — top-level executives from units across the campus, not just HR professionals. If leaders valued the experience and put their new skills into practice, their direct reports would be more likely to, too.

CCL then taught internal facilitators from HR and other departments how to deliver the training. This train-the-trainer strategy enabled the university to train more individual facilitators than it could have if CCL faculty had delivered all the sessions. Demand for the training was strong, and the sessions were packed.

During their BCE experience, managers were seated with others who had similar levels of responsibility and authority. That made the interactions more relevant and meaningful for them. Those who completed the program began receiving post-training communications to reinforce the core skills, highlight successes with the new techniques, and offer tips.

There’s ample evidence the culture is shifting. Teams tackling problems, for instance, start by asking open-ended questions before jumping into problem-solving. Likewise, managers will coach each other on tricky conversations. Feedback shows increased accountability, enhanced engagement, and signals that more effective conversations are taking place.

The university is now rolling out Better Conversations Every Day™ to include individual contributors who don’t have formal management duties.

“We have good evidence that when most of your employees have gone through the program and you have someone focused on the use of the techniques, it does make a difference,” Freeman says.

By the Numbers

- 6% increase over 3 years in people agreeing with the statement “My immediate manager gives me regular constructive feedback”
- Overall participant satisfaction rating: 4.5 out of 5

Keys to Success

- Involving senior leaders early
- Recruiting managers outside HR as internal trainers
- Reinforcing the training with follow-up communications

PARTICIPANTS SAY

Of any course I’ve taken at Notre Dame, this... is the most challenging, easiest to implement immediately, and valuable for almost everyone I interact with in my life... I’ve seen positive changes and differences in myself, my friendships, and my family.

After going through the training, I started to relate differently... The crew is more responsive in a positive way, including with each other. ... With this class, you learn to communicate better, stop micromanaging, lead with a nurturing manner, yet with a vision. And, most importantly, you will grow.

PARTNER WITH US

We can work with you to scale cultural change, connecting your organization’s goals to a solution that will drive impact for leaders at all levels. It begins with better conversations every day, from the front desk to the corner office.

Learn more: ccl.org/betterconversations
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